
Seniors -Little Shop of Horrors  
Crystal: Mia

Ronnette: Ella 

Chiffon: Amy

Diamond: Deni


Ronnette: Alarm goes off at seven 
and you start uptown. 
Chiffon: You put in your eight hours 
Crystal: for the powers that have always been. 
Diamond: Til it's five p.m. 

R/D: Downtown 
C/C: Where the folks are broke 
R/D: Downtown 
C/C: Where your life's a joke 
R/D: Downtown 
C/C: When you buy your token, you go- 
Home to Skid Row! 
Home to Skid Row! 

C/C: Downtown 
R/D: Where the cabs don't stop. 
C/C: Downtown 
R/D: Where the food is slop. 
C/C: Downtown 
R/D: Where the hop-heads flop in the snow! 
Down on Skid Row! 

Uptown you cater to a million jerks 
Uptown your messengers and mailroom clerks 
Eatin' all your lunches at the hot-dog carts 
The bosses take your money 
And they break your hearts 

Uptown you cater to a million bores 
You disinfect terrazzo on their bathroom floors 
Jobs are really meanial, You'll make no bread 
And then at five o'clock you head 



Downtown 
Where the guys are drips. 
Downtown 
Where they rip your slips. 
Downtown 
Where relationships are no-go. 
Down on Skid Row! 

Crystal: Little old Seymour was walking in the flower district one day…

Ronnette: When he passed by this place where an old man sells him weird 
and exotic cuttings 

Chiffon: Cause he knows, you see, strange plants are Seymour’s hobby 

Diamond: He didn’t have anything unusual there that day

Crystal: and Seymour was about to walk on by…

Ronnette: When suddenly, without warning there was this

ALL: TOTAL ECLIPSE OF THE SUN

Chiffon: It got very dark, and Seymour heard a strange humming sound, like 
something from another world.

Diamond: And when the light came back, this weird plant was just sitting 
there.

Crystal: Just there, you know, amongst the hydrangeas.

Ronnette: Seymour could've sworn it hadn’t been there before…

Chiffon: But the old man sold it to him anyway.

Diamond: For one dollar ninety five.

Crystal: And that’s where it all began

Ronnette (pretending to be a newsreporter): Breaking news! New plant 
species, never seen before! Come and visit this Little Shop and it’s strange 
and fascinating plant. 

Chiffon: And, oh boy, did people visit…


Diamond: 50 dollars to view the strange and fascinating plant. Roll up, roll 
up…

Crystal: 50 dollars!




Ronnette: 50 dollars!

Chiffon: 50 dollars!

Crystal: I’ll give you 100 for a private viewing!

Ronnette: 100 dollars!

Chiffon: 100 dollars!

Diamond: 100 dollars! 

Chiffon: I’ll take some roses too whilst I’m here. 150 dollars?

Ronnette: 150 dollars

Crystal: 150 dollars

Diamond: Business is booming at the Little Shop.


Little shop, little shoppa horrors. 
Little shop, little shoppa terror. 
Call a cop. Little shoppa horrors. 
No, oh, oh, no-oh! 

Little shop, little shoppa horrors. 
Bop sh'bop, little shoppa terror. 
Watch 'em drop! Little shoppa horrors. 
No, oh, oh, no-oh! 

Ronnette: Shing-a-ling, what a creepy thing 
to be happening! 
Crystal: Shang-a-lang, feel the sturm 
and drang in the air. 

Diamond: Sha-la-la, stop right where you are. 
Don't you move a thing. 
Chiffon: You better (tellin' you, you better) 
Tell your mama somethin's gonna 
get her 
She better (ev'rybody better) 
Beware! 
(Beware, beware…) 

Little shop, little shoppa horrors. 
Bop sh-bop, you'll never stop 
the terror. 
Little shop, little shoppa horrors. 
No, oh, oh, no, oh, oh, no, oh, oh, no! Last U


